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We analyze the complexity of verifying whether a given element is close to a 
solution element. Closeness is measured by two nonnegative parameters, E and 0~. 
If QI = 0, then we get the strong verification problem which usually cannot be 
solved in the worst-case setting, see Wotniakowski, J. Complexity, 8, 1992. For 
a > 0, we have the relaxed verification problem which is studied in this paper in 
the worst-case setting. We show that the (E, a)-verification complexity is roughly 
equal to the r)-computation complexity, where n = r)(~, o). Under certain general 
assumptions we prove that O(E, (Y) = @(a(~‘), where r depends on the problem 
norm, r E [O, I]. We also show that adaptation sometimes helps significantly. 
0 1992 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In information-based complexity, we study the minimal cost of comput- 
ing an e-approximation to the solution element for continuous problems. 
We call such a problem the computational problem. 
By uerzjication, we mean a different problem. Instead of computing an 
e-approximation to the solution element, we wish to verify whether a 
given element is within E of the solution element. This “strong” verifica- 
tion problem is studied in Woiniakowski (1992); also see this paper for a 
list of relevant references on information-based complexity. It turns out 
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that for many linear problems, the worst-case complexity of the strong 
verification problem is infinite for all E 2 0. 
Therefore, in this paper we study a relaxed verification problem. We 
assume that the solution element is specified by S(f), where S is a given 
operator, S: F + G i. Here F is a subset of a linear space FI and G i is a 
normed linear space. For given nonnegative parameters E and cy, we want 
to verify whether an element g from a given set G , G  C G i , is within E of 
the solution element S(f), i.e., whether IIS - gll I E, or whether 
IIS - gll > (1 + (Y)E. We stress that we do not demand a true answer if 
E < IlW) - gll 5 (1 + 4&. 
Thus, for positive cx > 0 we have a “safety zone.” For (Y = 0 we get the 
strong verification problem. 
We assume that the element fis not known and information on fcan be 
gathered by computing certain linear functionals. This information may 
be adaptive since the choice of the successive functional may depend on 
the element g and on the already computed information on f. 
In this paper we study the worst-case setting. That is, the cost and error 
are defined by their worst performances. The complexity is then under- 
stood as the minimal cost of solving the problem with the required accu- 
racy. 
We show relations between the complexities of the verification and 
computation problems. These relations depend, in particular, on the set 
G . We consider two choices, G  = S(F) + B, and G  = S(F), where B, is 
the ball of G i of center 0 and radius E. It turns out that the results for G  = 
S(F) + B, are the same as for any G  containing S(F) + B, . In particular, 
this means that the results are the same for G  = S(F) + B, and for G  = G1. 
For small E, the difference between the two sets G  = S(F) + B, and 
G  = S(F) seems insignificant. As we shall see, however, the results may 
be quite different. We present examples for which adaption and the pa- 
rameter (;II play different roles for these two sets. 
We show that the (E, a)-verification complexity, compVer(&, a), is re- 
lated to the q-computation complexity, compcom(r]), where r) is a function 
of E and cr, i.e., rl = q(&, a). For the two choices of G , we show that 
comp”e’(&, a) 5 compCom(&2) + 1. 
This is sharp for some problems. Indeed, this is the case when S is a linear 
functional or S is a linear diagonal operator in Ii. 
To simplify the presentation of further results, we present the function 
q(~, a) modulo a multiplicative constant which depends only on the norm 
of the space G i. 
We now take G  = S(F) + B,. For general S, we prove that if the (E, a!)- 
verification problem is solved by using information independent of the 
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elements g then its cost is at least as large as the q-computation complex- 
ity, where 7 = ECX. Thus, the (E, cw)-verification complexity may be smaller 
than the (&-computation complexity only if adaption helps for the verifi- 
cation problem. As we shall see, for some problems this indeed happens 
and adaption helps significantly. 
Let S be a linear diagonal operator in lP with p E [ 1, ~1. For small (Y we 
show that (E, a)-verification complexity is the same as (&a’)-computation 
complexity, where 
i 
l/P ifp E [I, 21, 
r= l/2 ifp E P, 9, 
1 ifp = w. 
Thus, the dependence on LI! varies withp. The cases p = 1 and p = 03 have 
the largest complexity, whereas the case p E [2, m) has the smallest 
complexity. 
For p E (1, co), this means that adaption helps significantly. If the q- 
computation complexity is of the form @(q-q) for some positive q, then 
adaptation is O(a-q(1-r)) times more effective than nonadaption. We add 
that the (E, a)-verification complexity is obtained by computing adaptive 
information which consists only of one functional depending on the ele- 
ment g and a number of nonadaptive functionals. Still, this one adaptive 
functional makes a great difference. 
We now turn to the set G = S(F). We show that the (E, a&verification 
complexity is the same as the (ECX ““‘)-computation complexity. 
Hence, in this case the(s, cu)-verification complexity decreases mono- 
tonically with p. For p = M, it does not depend on CL This means that for 
(Y = 0, the strong verification complexity is roughly the same as the 
s-computation complexity. 
We stress that for G = S(F), adaption does not help. The (E, cr)-verifica- 
tion complexity is obtained by computing nonadaptive information. This 
is in sharp contrast to the previous case, G = S(F) + B,, for which 
adaption helps. Adaption is not needed for G = S(F) since the fact that 
g = S(f) for some f E F supplies extra a priori information. 
We now compare the (E, a)-verification complexities for G = S(F) + B, 
and G = S(F). They are the same for p E [ 1,2]. For p > 2, the case G = 
S(F) is easier. If the q-computation complexity is of the form @(q-q) then 
the ratio of the (E, cr)-verification complexities is 
where a = l/2 - l/p ifp E (2, CQ), and a = 1 ifp = co. 
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2. THE (E, (Y)-VERIFICATION PROBLEM 
For a given subset F of a linear space FI and a given normed linear 
space Gr  , consider an arbitrary operator 
S: F --, G ,. 
Let G  be a nonempty subset of Gr  and let E and (Y be nonnegative num- 
bers. By the (a, +~erifcation problem we mean to compute the verifica- 
tion operator VER: F x G  ---* {YES, NO}, defined by 
YES if IIW) - gll 5 6, 
VER(f, g) = NO if IIW) - gll > (1 + 4.~ 
YES or NO otherwise. 
That is, we wish to verify whether the elements S(f) and g differ in norm 
by at most E or at least (1 + 4~. Observe that we allow both answers in 
the safety zone 
E -=c I[S(f) - gll 5 (1 + a) * E. 
To compute VER(f, g) we assume that g, as well as the parameters E 
and cq are known. The knowledge of the element f can be gathered by 
computing some information operations L about 5 Let A be a given set of 
such information operations L, where L: F + R. The information which is 
computed about f may depend on the element g and is of the form 
where Li,, E A, and the choice of Li,g may also depend on the already 
computed values L,,,(f), . . . , Li-l,,(f). In the worst-case setting, we 
can assume that the number n, the cardinality of N, does not depend on f 
or g. If the Li,g’S depend on f or g, then N is called adaptive, otherwise N 
is called nonadaptive. The operators N: F x G + UP and Ng = N(.; g): 
F - R” are called information operators. 
Knowing N,(f) and g, we combine this information by a mapping 4, 
called an algorithm, where 4: N(F x G)  x G  3 {YES, NO},  to get 
The approximation operator U may also depend, of course, on the fixed 
parameters of the verification problem such as S, E, and (Y. 
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By the solution of the (E, cr)-verification problem we mean to find an 
approximation operator U such that 
W-, d = VEW, d 
for all f E F and all g E G for which 
llg - W)ll 5 E or llg - WJll > (1 + 4~. 
Observe that for some elements g, the (E, a)-verification problem may 
be trivial. Indeed, if 
dist(g, S(F)) > E 
then the condition llg - S(f)l( - = E never happens and U(f, g) = NO 
solves the problem. This shows that we get the same results if 
S(F) + B, C G or S(F) + B, = G, 
where S(F) + B, = {S(f) + h: fE F and llhll I a}. 
In this paper we consider two different choices for set G. The first is 
G = S(F) + B, (or S(F) + B, C G) 
and the second is 
G = S(F). 
For small E, it seems that the difference between these two sets is insignifi- 
cant. As we shall see, however, the results, may be quite different. 
We shall take the information point of view; i.e., for given S, E, and (Y 
and the set G we ask for conditions on N under which there is a C$ such 
that U = (4, N) solves the (E, cw)-verification problem. As we shall see, 
these conditions on N will be expressed in terms of the concepts which 
are used for the computation problem. 
Therefore, we first recall far which N we can solve the e-computa- 
tion problem. That is, we now have an information operator N: F 4 W 
independent of g, and ask whether there exists a 4: [w” + G1 such that 
IJS(f) - 4(~( f))ll I E for all f E F. For any S and N, the solution of 
the &-computation problem depends on the radius of information N 
which is defined as 
r(N) = sup rad(SN-i(y)), 
YEN(F) 
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where the radius rad(A) of a set A, A C G, is given by 
rad(A) = ini 2~ 11x - ali. 
Assuming that the infima in rad(SN-I( y)) are attained, the a-computa- 
tion problem can be solved using the information N iff 
r(N) 5 E. 
It will be convenient to use also the concept of the diameter of the 
information N which is defined as 
d(N) = sup diam(SN-i(y)), 
YEN(F) 
where the diameter diam(A) of a set A is given by 
diam(A) = us~tu I\a - b/l. 
Obviously, for all N: F --f W we have 
r(N) s d(N) 5 2r(N). 
3. VERIFICATION FOR S(F) + B, C G 
In this section we assume that the set G contains S(F) + B, . As already 
explained this is equivalent to assuming that G = G,. 
We consider information operators N which may or may not depend 
adaptively on g. We shall see that adaptive information can be much more 
powerful for some (E, &verification problems. 
3.1. Information Independent of g 
We first analyze information which does not depend on g. A simple way 
to solve the (E, cy)-verification problem for such information is as follows: 
Assume that the radius r(N) of information N: F + [w” is smaller than 
42. Then we can find an algorithm 4: UP ---* Gi such that 
IIS - +W(f>>ll < E(Y/~ V.fE F. 
Using this algorithm for the computation problem, we can solve the (E, a)- 
verification problem by putting 
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YES 
U(f, g) = 
if Il+(N(f )) - gll 5 (1 + a/2).5, 
NO if II+(N(f )) - gll > (1 + a/2)&. 
Indeed, if II S( f) - g I( I E then VER( f, g) = YES and 
Ilwvf)) - ‘64~ IIS(f) -4 + lld4~(f>> - S(f III 
5 E + &a!/2 = (1 + a/2)&. 
Thus, U( f, g) = YES = VER( f, g). Similarly, if l[S( f > - g 1) > (1 + a)~ 
then VER( f, g) = NO and 
Ilwvf 1) - Al 2 INf > - Al - lNf> - ~OYf Nil 
> (1 + cz)& - EQ/2 = (1 + (Y/2)&. 
Thus, U( f, g) = NO = VER(f, g), as claimed. 
From the information point of view this result can be slightly strength- 
ened by using the diameter of information instead of its radius. 
THEOREM 3.1. The (E, a)-veri$cation problem can be solved for every 
g E G by using an information operator N: F + W independent of g @if 
Proof, First assume that d(N) 5 ECX. Define U by 
YES 
Wfvg) = 
if inf{llS(f) - g/l: PE F with N(f) = N(f )> 5 ~3 
NO otherwise. 
The U approximation solves the (E, a)-verification problem. Indeed, if 
IIS - g/j 5 E, then 
inf{IIS(f) - gl): fE F, N(f) = N(f )I 5 I/S(f) - g/l s E 
and VER(f, g) = U( f, g) = YES. 
Assume now that (IS(f) - g I( > (1 + 4~. Observe that for any .!E F 
with N(f) = N(f) we have /IS(J) - S( f )I) 5 d(N) 5 ECX Therefore, 
IIS - gll ?I INf) - g/l - IIS - S(f)ll '(1 + 4E - &a = 8. 
Thus, VER( f, g) = U( f, g) = NO, as claimed. 
Consider now the case d(N) > E CL This means that there exist f,, fz E 
F such that N(fi) = N(f2) and IIS - S(fi)ll > &(Y. We can find an 
element g E S(F) + B, C G on the line passing through S(fi) and S( f2) 
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with IlWd - gll - < E and 11 S(f2) - gll > (1 + (Y)E. For instance, one can 
take g = WI) - EIIWI) - Wdll-VU) - WI)). From K~I) = N(h) 
we have U( fi , g) = U( f2, g) for any U using N. Since VER( fi , g) # 
VER(f2, g), then VER(fi, g) # U(fi, g) for some i E (1, 2). Hence we 
cannot solve the (E, cu)-verification problem with the information N. This 
completes the proof. n 
What is the smallest cardinality n such that the (E, &verification prob- 
lem can be solved for every g E G  by using N: F-, R” independent of g? 
Obviously, this question has been answered by Theorem 3.1; we just have 
to choose the smallest n such that there is an information operator N: F-, 
[w” with d(N) 5 E(Y. 
In the next subsection we turn to adaptive information N: F x G --) W 
and show that for some problems the inequality d(N,) 5 aa! may be 
significantly relaxed. We seek the minimal cardinality IZ for which the 
(E, a)-verification problem can be solved by using adaptive information of 
cardinality n . 
3.2. Adaptive Information 
We first check which adaptive information N can solve the (E, a)- 
verification problem. We use the following notation: 
Ng, 4 = {S(f): fE F and Ilg - S(f)11 5 E}, 
Wg, -(l + (Y)E) = S(F) - B(g, (1 + 4~). 
THEOREM 3.2. The (E, cY)-verijication problem can be solved for an 
element g of G  by using an information operator Ng : F * W iff for any 
fEF> 
B(g, E) n SN,-‘W,(f )) f 0 
implies B(g, -(l + 4.9 n SN;‘(N,( f )) = 0. (3.1) 
Proof. Assume that (3.1) holds. Define U by 
YES 
Wf7 g) = 
ifB(g, 4 n SN;‘W,(f)) f 0, 
NO otherwise. 
The U approximation solves the (E, a)-verification problem. Indeed, if 
llg - S(f )I[ 5 E, then S(f) E Wg, E) n sN;‘W,(f ))- Thus, Wf, 8) = 
VER(f, g) = YES. 
Assumenowthatllg-s(f)ll>(l +&.ThenS(f)EB(g, -(l + a)~) 
tl SN;‘(N,( f )). Due to (3.1) this implies that B(g, E) tl SN;‘(N,( f )) = 
0. Hence, U(f, g) = VER(f, g) = NO, as claimed. 
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Suppose now that (3.1) does not hold. That is, there exists f E F such 
that l/g - Wi)ll - < E and ))g - S(fz)[( > (1 + (~)a for somef,, fi E F and 
N,(h) = N,(h) = N,(f). Then VWJ;, g> f VJWh, g) but Wfi, g) = 
U(f2, g) for any U that uses N. Hence, VER( fi, g) f U( h, g) for some 
i E (1, 2) and N does not solve the (E, a)-verification problem. H 
Theorem 3.2 states that N solves the problem for all g E G iff the sets 
SN;‘(N,( f )) do not have common elements simultaneously with B( g, E) 
and B(g, -(l + (Y)E). The set SNi’(N,(f)) represents solution elements 
which are indistinguishable if N,(f) is computed. Observe that (3.1) 
holds trivially if dist(g, S(F)) > E. Thus, we need to check (3.1) only for g 
such that dist(g, S(F)) - < E. From Theorem 3.2 we easily conclude the 
following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Zf 
d(Ng) 5 Eff Vg E S(F) + B, 
then the (E, a)-verification problem can be solved for every g E G, by 
using N. 
Proof. We check (3.1). Let A = B(g, E) tl SN;‘(N,(f)) = 0. Take fi 
from A and an arbitrary fi E ,YN;‘(N,(f)). Then N,(h) = Ng(f2), llg - 
Wdll 5 e, and II S(h) - s<h>ll 5 d(N,) 5 ea. Thus 
llg - S(h)11 5 I(g - Sudll + lIwl) - Ilwi>II 5 E + &a = (1 + Qh 
Hence, B(g, -(l + c&z) O SN;‘(N,(f)) = 0 and (3.1) holds. l 
Observe that for information N independent of g we have d(N,) = d(N) 
and Corollary 3.1 coincides with part of Theorem 3.1. By a proper choice 
of g the condition d(N) I ECY is also necessary as the other part of Theo- 
rem 3.1 states. 
We now want to check whether d(N,) 5 E(Y can be improved for adap- 
tive information. As we shall see the answer depends on the particular 
problem. For some problems this inequality can be significantly im- 
proved, while for others it cannot. 
First we present a problem for which adaption helps significantly. Let 
FI and Gr be Hilbert spaces and let S: F1 + Gr be a diagonal operator; i.e., 
S is linear and 
S(ei) = Aidi, (3.2) 
for some {ei} and {ei} which form complete orthonormal systems of FI and 
Gr, respectively. We order {hi} such that A, 2 hz z . . . 2 0 and assume 
that limi A; = 0. Note that (3.2) holds if S is a compact operator. We also 
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assume that A  = FF is the set of all continuous linear functionals and F is 
the unit ball of F1. 
Define the adaptive information of cardinality n 
N*(L g> = NWf), 81, (5 4, . . . 7 (f, en-A (3.3) 
where (-, a) stands for the inner product in the corresponding space and n 
is chosen as the smallest integer for which 
For linear problems we have d(N:) = 2 sup{((S(h)(l: h E  F, N:(h) = O}. 
From this it easily follows that 2X n+l %  d(N,*) 5 2h,. From the definition 
of n we get 
Suppose that Ai* 0 SO slowly that hi+l/hi+ 1. (This holds, for example, if 
Ai = i-’ with r > 0.) Then d(Nz) = 2&a for small E  or CY. This 
means that for small o we have 
d(N;) = 2V%&, 
which is much larger than the bound d(N) 5 ~a! required for information 
independent of g. Despite this, we now show that N* solves the problem. 
THEOREM 3.3. The (E, a)-verification problem can be solved for every 
g E G by using the adaptive information operator N* given by (3.3). 
Proof. For any f E  F and g E  G let o = xyI/(f, ei)ei. Then 
n-l 
S(r) = C Ai(f, ei)t; 
i=l 
and 
p = (IgIl - 2(S(f), g> + llSC(~)ll’ = IgIl - 2(S(f), d + z A?(.L ed2. 
Hence, /3 can easily be computed if N*(f, g) is known. Define U by 
YES 
wf, d = 
if p 5 Ed, 
NO if fi > c2. 
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We prove that this U solves the (E, a)-verification problem. For each f E 
F we have S(f) = S(o) + S(h) with (S(u), S(h)) = 0 and ]]S(h)]] 5 A,. 
Hence 
Ilg - Xf)l12 = llgl12 - wu-)7 $3 + llw-Ill2 = P + llW)l12. 
Thus, we obtain 
P 5 II&J - W)l12 5 P + ct. 
If (1 g - s(f)/] I E then /3 - < E* and U gives the correct answer “yes.” If 
llg - W)ll > (1 + 4~ then 
fi > (1 + (Y)2&2 - (Y(2 + CX)E2 = E* 
and U again gives the right answer “no.” This completes the proof. n 
Theorem 3.3 presents a linear problem in a Hilbert space for which 
adaption helps. We illustrate this by assuming that Ai = i-4 for a positive 
9. We compare cardinalities of information N independent of g and infor- 
mation N*, which both solve the (E, a)-verification problem. For N we 
have to guarantee that d(N) % E(Y which implies that its cardinality k must 
be at least equal to [(E a/2)-‘/q] - 1, whereas the cardinality IZ of N* is 
given by IZ = [(E m)-*‘q]. In Section 4 we show that the cardinality 
of N* is (almost) minimal among the cardinalities of adaptive information 
that solve the (E, a)-verification problem. Neglecting the ceilings we have 
k ; 1 > (4(2 ,’ a))“‘29’. 
This ratio tends to SW as (Y goes to zero. 
3.3. Diagonal Operators in lP 
We now consider diagonal operators in lP for arbitrary p E [ 1, +m] with 
G containing S(F) + B, . We show that adaption does not help much ifp = 
1 or p = CQ but does help for all other p. The case p = 2 is extremal in the 
sense that adaption helps most of all. 
LetF,=Gi=I,bethespaceofsequencesf=[fi,f2,. . .]with]lfjj< 
+m, where ((fll = (Es If;j~)“’ forp E [l, +-co) and ]]f(l = suprsi<+m Ifi] 
for p = +m. 
Let S: I,, --f lP be a diagonal operator; i.e., S is linear and 
S(f?j) = hjej, 
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where ei = (0, . . . , 0, 1 , 0, . . .), i.e., (ei)k = 6jk. We assume that hi 2 
A22 * * 2 0. Let A = FF be the set of all continuous linear functions on 
F1 and let F be the unit ball of lP . To guarantee that the (E, cr)-verification 
problem can be solved for arbitrary positive E and CY we must assume that 
limi Xi = 0. 
3.3.1. Necessary Conditions on Cardinality 
We now prove necessary conditions on IZ such that the (E, cx)-verifica- 
tion problem can be solved using adaptive information of cardinality n. 
For our proof we use Theorem 3.2 with a suitable g E G , . It turns out that 




for p = 00, and 
g = (n + l)-“p& C ei 
i=l 
for 2 < p < CQ, and finally 




for 1 5 p 5 2. 
Observe that we have 11 g 11 = E in each case. Let 
For any adaptive information N of cardinality II we consider the set 
X = {j-E lp: N,(f) = 0) n X*. 
Note that X is a linear space with dimension at least one. Observe that the 
elements of F rl X cannot be distinguished from 0 E F fl X by the 
information Ng . We use Theorem 3.2 for the element g and the informa- 
tion Ng . Since II g 11 = E, we have 0 E B( g, E) n SN;‘(O). Thus, the (E, a)- 
verification problem is solvable (for g using N,) only if 
,=4, llg - W)ll 5 (1 + 4E. 
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Since F f~ X is balanced, i.e., fE F tl X implies that -f~ F n X, we can 
rewrite the last estimate as 
SUP max(llg + Xf)ll, llg - W)ll) 5 (1 + 4~. 
fEFrlX 
Define 
P= inf f~x*~llfll=~ max(llg + W)lL lb - WN. (3.7) 
Clearly, /!I is no greater than the right hand side of the previous estimate. 
Hence, if the (E, cr)-verification problem is solvable for adaptive informa- 
tion of cardinality II then we have 
p 5 (1 + a)s. (3.8) 
Clearly, p may depend on all the eigenvalues At, . . . , &+I. We prove, 
however, rather sharp lower bounds on p which depend only on A,+ I. 
We consider the three cases p = m,2 < p < a~, and 1 5 p I 2 separately. 
THEOREM 3.4. Assume that the (E, a)-ver$cation problem can be 
solved for p = m by using adaptive information of cardinality n. Then we 
have 
Proof. We take g as in (3.4) and estimate p given by (3.7). Let fE X* 
with llfll = 1. Then lfil = 1 for some i E [l, n + l] and we get 
max(ljg + S(f)ll, llg - S(f)ll) 2 E + Ai 2 E + L+I. 
This proves p 2 E + A,+1 . Since (3.8) holds, this completes the proof. w. 
THEOREM 3.5. Assume that the (E, a)-verification problem can be 
solvedfor 2 < p < cc by using adaptive information of cardinality n. Then 
we have 
(1 + a)PeP 2 fls - A,,+,lP + &I& + An+,lP. 
A slightly weaker (but more explicit) condition on A,+, is given by 
A n+l 5 E V(1 + cY)P - 1 r p(p _ 1) = eVx2/(p - 1)(1 + o(l)) 
as (Y+ 0. 
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Proof. We consider g as in (3.5) and estimate j3 of (3.7). We have 
where B = (fE X*: JlfjJ = 1). 
We now show that we get a lower bound on /3 if S is replaced by A,,+, Id. 
Indeed, note that for any h* E S(B) there exists y E 10, 11 such that h = 
yh* E A,+, B. Consider the function f(x) = I( g + xh*(( for 1x1 5 1. Since f 
is convex, we have 
y$: f(x) = max(llg + h*ll, IIg - h*ll>. 
Taking x = y we get 
mad/g + hll, llg - hII> 5 max((lg + h*jl, (lg - h*lJ). 
This proves that 
Observe that all components of g are equal, gi = c = (n + I)-“p. By 
compactness of B, the infimum is attained for some f *. Assume that fi* > 
0 and fj* > 0 with fi* # fj*. Since the function fi H ]c - &A,,+ 11 is convex, 
a modified version of f* yields a smaller value which contradicts the 
minimality off *. Hence we see that an optimal f * is of the form 
f * = 2 Clf?i - $j C2f?i 
i=l i=mtl 
for some m and nonnegative cl and ~2. By IIf* II = 1 we get the condition 
cym + cgn + 1 - m) = 1. (3.10) 
The optimal f satisfies the condition 
It+1 n+l 
z Igi - An+lAIP = 3 Igi + hn+lJl”- 
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This and (3.9) yield 
m/c - x,+,c,p + (n + 1 - m)lc + hn+,C*jP 
= m/c + hn+,C,IP + (n + 1 - m)lc - hn+&. (3.11) 
Assume, for a moment, that m is an arbitrary real number from [0, IZ + I]. 
Then by some simple monotonicity arguments we see that cl, c:! 2 0 are 
uniquely determined by (3.10) and (3.11). These values of cl and c2, of 
course, depend on m and it turns out that both sides of (3.11) are smallest 
ifm=n+l-m,i.e.,if2m=n+1.1nthiscasewegetcl=c2=(n+ 
1)-i/p and both sides of (3.11) take the value 
y Ic - An+l(n + l)-“qp + @p (c + h,+,(n + l)-QJp 
= ; IE - An+# + ; IE + An+,lJ’. 
Therefore we have proved 
(1 + dpep 2 pp 2 fle - An+,(P + 41~ + A,,+&'. 
Using the binomial series we obtain 
A;+, 5 ((1 + a)p - 1) . 2E2 
P(P - 1) 
which completes the proof. n 
THEOREM 3.6. Assume that the (E, a)-uerifcation problem can be 
solvedfor 1 I p I 2 by using adaptive information of cardinality n. Then 
we have 
A n+, 5 E((1 + cx)P - 1)“P = & ai’Pp”P(1 + o(l)) as a ---, 0. (3.12) 
Proof. We consider g = E el as in (3.6) and estimate j3 of (3.7). As in 
the proof of Theorem 3.5 we have 
By compactness the infimum is attained for some f * and because of the 
special form of g, we have g2 = * * * = g,+l = 0; we can assume that f * is 
of the form 
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f= fier + C  Cei 
i=2 
for some nonnegative fr and c. For such an f we have 
C lgi+h n+,.Lp = LflAn+l + E)P + ncPAP,+1 
i=l 
with f’; + ncp = 1. For simplicity we use the estimate (f, A,+! + e)P + 
ncPAP,+, z fyAP,+, + EP + ncPAP,+r, which yields 
Hence, we obtain the condition 
(1 + (Y)P&’ 2 .+’ + AK+, 
which completes the proof. n 
We stress that the condition (3.12) is necessary for all 1 5 p < ~0 to 
solve the (E, cY)-verification problem for the element g = e et. This is not 
important for the set G  considered in this section, S(F) + B, C G , since 
the estimate of Theorem 3.5 is better for p > 2. This remark is used, 
however. in Section 4 where we consider the set G  = S(F). 
3.3.2. Sufficient Conditions on Cardinality 
We have proved necessary conditions on n to solve the (e, cY)-verifica- 
tion problem by using adaptive information of cardinality n. We now 
present similar sufficient conditions on n. 
For information independent of g a sufficient condition to solve the (E, 
&verification problem is that the cardinality n of information is such that 
A,,+1 5 e(rI2. (3.13) 
This follows from Theorem 3.1 and from the known facts that the diame- 
ter of the nonadaptive information 
N”““(f) = Lfl, A . * . 7 f,l 
is 2A,+t, and that no nonadaptive (or even adaptive but independent of g) 
information of cardinality n has a smaller diameter. Hence, in this case 
solvability is directly linked with the diameter of information. 
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Consider first the extreme cases ofp, i.e., p = CC orp = 1. Theorems 3.4 
and 3.6 state that for such p’s we have to guarantee 
even if adaptive information of cardinality n is used to solve the (a, a)- 
verification problem. The last estimate differs from (3.13) only by a factor 
of 2. Hence, we have the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Assume that the (E, a)-verzjkation problem can be 
solved for p = m or for p = 1 by using adaptive information of cardinal@ 
n. Then there exists nonadaptive information N”“” of cardinal& n such 
that 
d(N”O”) 5 2&a 
and hence the (E, 2a)-verification problem can be solved by using Nnon for 
all g E G. Thus, adaption can help at most by a factor of 2. 
For p = 1 or p = m it can be seen that adaption may help by a factor of 
2. Indeed, consider the simple example of S = Id: [w*+ R* with n = 1 and 
E = 2. Note that d(N) = 2 for any nonadaptive information of cardinality 
1. Thus, we can solve this verification problem for all g E Gr using 
nonadaptive information iff (Y 2 1. We now show that by using suitable 
adaptive information Ng of cardinality 1 the verification problem can be 
solved for all g E Gr iff a 2 I/2. Using Theorem 3.2 we need thus to check 
that 
or 
B = {f E F: N,(f) = x, l(g -f 11 > 3) = 0 
holds for all g E Gr and x E R. 
We only consider the case p = m (in R* the p-norms are isometric for 
p = 1 and p = ~0) and due to symmetry we may assume that g = ( gl, g2) 
with 0 5 gl I g2. If g2 I 2 or g2 > 3 the problem is trivial, i.e., A or B is 
empty no matter how Ng is defined. Hence, assume that 2 < g2 I 3. 
If gr I 2 we take Ng(f) = A. Then A # 0 implies that B = 0. 
If gr > 2 we take N,(f) = f, + f2. Assume that N,(f) 2 gl + g2 - 4. 
Then we have ft z gl + g2 - 5 and fi > gl - 3 and similarly f2 > g2 - 3. 
Thus,~)g-f(~<3andB=0.IfN,(f)=fi+fi<gl+g2-4,then~~- 
gil > 2 for i E (1, 2) and A = 0. 
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Consider now the case p E (1, m). We show that for such p’s adaptive 
information dependent on g helps. We use the following idea. First we 
compute the nonadaptive information Nznl(f) = [ fi, . . . , fn-,] and 
approximate S(f) by its first IZ - 1 components. Then we choose a 
suitable linear functional L, : F-t R which depends on g and which allows 
us to estimate 1) g - S( f)]( with minimal error. This idea was already used 
in the Hilbert space case, see Theorem 3.3. 
Let h = S(f). We have 
llgll - PII 5 lk - hll 5 Ml + llhll 
and these inequalities cannot be improved in general if nothing else is 
known about h. We want to improve these inequalities by computing 
L,(h) for a suitable linear functional L, . In the case p = 2 we take L,(h) = 
(g, h) and obtain 
llg - hII = lIdI - 2L,Vd + llhl12. 
Usually we know only an estimate of jlhjl of the form (Ihl( I k, and 
therefore 
II gl12 - 2L,(h) 5 II g - hII 5 \jg((2 - 2L,(h) + k2. (3.14) 
The estimate (3.14) leads to much better results for the (E, a)-verification 
problem, see Theorem 3.3. 
A similar improvement does not hold for p # 2 if we compute L,(h) = 
(g, h). Due to the different shape of the unit ball in l,, , it turns out that we 
should compute 
P 
L,(h) = C IgiJP-’ sign(gi 
n=l 
(3.15) 
Here g, h E 1, and 1 < p < w. Note that Holder’s inequality yields 
IL,(h)1 5 IIhll, - lkll;-’ 
and hence L, is well defined and continuous. The following lemma con- 
tains the inequalities that are analogous to (3.14) for p f 2. 
LEMMA 3.7. Assume that g E lp and L,: lp -+ [w is defined in (3.15). 
Then for each h E 1, 
lktlp - &Ah) s llg - h(Jp 5 llg(lp - pL,th) + 2j)hllP, 
if1 < p 5 2, (3.16) 
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llsllp - P&(h) 5 Ilg - NIP 5 IIy”~;-yM + ep - 1 - PI 
* w4p + ll~ll*11d~-*h . -= co* (3.17) 
Proof. Let us first address the case p E (1,2]. Let g and h be any two 
real numbers. Suppose we can show that 
Ig(p - plg(p-l sign(g)/2 5 (g - hJP 5 JgJp - p]gJp-’ sign(g)h + 2(/z/P. 
(3.18) 
It is clear that (3.16) follows from (3.18), so we prove (3.18). This holds if 
g = 0 or h = 0. Thus, we can assume that both numbers are different from 
zero. 
If g < 0 we multiply both g and h by - 1 and so we see that it is enough 
to consider the case g > 0. Now dividing both sides of (3.18) by gp we see 
that it is enough to consider the case g = 1. This means that we need only 
to check whether 
0 I 11 + xp - 1 - px 5 2/x(? (3.19) 
For x # 0, consider the function 
f($ = 11 + “4 y 1 - PX 
xp * 
From Bernoulli’s inequality, we have f(x) 2 0. Moreover: 
(a) f is increasing for x > 0, hence 0 5 f(x) I 1 for x > 0. 
(b) fis decreasing for - 1 I x < 0, hence 0 I f(x) I 1 for - 1 I x < 
0. 
(c) For x < - 1 we have 
f(y) = (Y - lJP - 1 + PY 
YP ’ 
where y = -x, i.e., y > 1. This means 
f(y) = (y y”l)P + pa-$. 
Again using Bernoulli’s inequality, we have 
PY-l- P(Z + 1) - 1 Pk + 1) - 1 < (P - 1) + PZ = ( 
- 
- 1 
YP (z + 1)P 1 + pz 1+pz ’ 
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where z = y - 1 > 0. Thus, each term of f(y) is at most one. Hence, 
f(y) 5 2 which proves (3.19). 
It can easily be seen that the constant 2 on the right side of (3.18) or 
(3.19) is optimal; i.e., the inequality 0 5 f(x) 5 2 cannot be improved 
simultaneously for all p E (1, 2). Indeed, if p tends to 1, the optimal 
constant on the right side tends to 2. 
Consider now the case p 2 2. Note that 
(3.20) 
Due to (3.20) we see that (3.17) follows from 
Iglp - plglp-’ sign(g)h 5 12 - hlP 5 lglp - plglp-’ sign(gN 
+ (2P - 1 - p) * (h*lglp-* + IhI”>, 
c3 21j 
where g, h E R. To prove (3.21) we first note that it is enough to prove 
0 4 11 + x(p - 1 - px 5 (2P - 1 - p) * (x2 + IXIP), 
where again x # 0. 
So we study the functions 
h(x) = (1 + xv - 1 - px 
X2 
for 1x1 5 1 and 
f2(x) = 11 + XIP - 1 - PX 
lxlp 
for 1x1 2 1. Both functions are positive. It is then enough to prove that 
both functions are bounded (on their respective domains) by 2P - 1 - p. 
The first function is increasing and f( 1) = 2~’ - 1 - p. The second function 
is increasing for x < 0 and decreasing for x > 0 and therefore it is enough 
tocheckfz(-1)andf2(1)togetf2(x)zz2P- 1 -pforallx(-lorxr 1. 
The constant (2P - 1 - p) is clearly not optimal in (3.17) or (3.21) but, of 
course, the best constant is larger than OS(2P - 1 - p) and it can be 
shown that 0.5 can be replaced by 0.8; thus, there is not much room for 
improvement. n 
We are ready to prove sufficient conditions on the cardinality of the 
adaptive information 
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N,(f) = Lfi, .I53 . * * 9 fn-1, &w-HI, (3.22) 
which solves the (E, &verification problem. Here, the functional L, is 
given by (3.15). Observe that Ng is only mildly adaptive since only one 
functional depends on g. 
THEOREM 3.8. Assume that 1 < p I 2. Choose n such that 
2h{ 5 &P((l + Cx)P - 1). (3.23) 
Then the (E, cy)-verijication problem can be solvedfor each g E G by using 
Ng of(3.22). 
Assume that 2 I p < CQ. Choose n such that 
(2P - 1 - p)(h;(h, + E)P-~ + A:) I &‘((l + a)P - 1). (3.24) 
Then the (E, a)-verijcation problem can be solved for g E G by using NR 
of(3.22). 
Proof. Let 1 < p 5 2. Then the repetitive use of (3.19) yields 
m 




Y=C Igi-Aih( i=n ’ -I- SI IgiI’ - P&(S(~)) -I- p ‘$ IgiJ’-’ sign(gJJAi. 
i=l i=l 
Observe that y can easily be computed if N,(f) is known. Define U( f, 
g) = YES if y I &p and U(f, g) = NO if y > 19. Then U solves the (a, a)- 
verification problem if 
2A:: 5 &‘((I + a)P - 1). 
Indeed, Ilg - W)ll - < E implies y 5.9 and VER( f, g) = U(f, g) = YES. 
If )I g - S(f)11 > (1 + (Y)E than y > (1 + o$‘&’ - 2Ai 2 ap, and VER( f, 
g) = U(f, g) = NO, as claimed. 
Now, let 2 5 p < 03. Then the repetitive use of (3.21) yields 
Y 5 llg - s(f)ll’ 5 y + (2p - 1 - p) * i (l~3421~~lp-2 + I$Ailp), 
i=n 
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where 
n-1 
Y = 2 lgi - AdIP + 52 Igil’ - PLg(S(f)) + P ‘F: IgilP-‘si&P(gi)J;Ai. i=n 
If dist(g, S(F)) > E then U(f, g) = NO solves the problem. So we may 
assume that 
g = S(f*) + h*, Ilf*ll 5 1, lIh*ll 5 E, (3.25) 
For such an element g, define U( f, g) = YES if y 5 EJ’ and U( f, g) = NO 
if y > sp. As before, it is easy to check that U solves the (E, a)-verification 
problem if 
P ‘= C2’ - l - p) 5 (IfiXi12(gilp-2 + (fiAi\‘) I EP((l + a)” - 1). 
i=n 
Using the form (3.25) of g and (3.20) we obtain 
p = (2’ - 1 - p) 2 (IfiAi121fFAi + hf(pw2 + J~Ail’) 
i=n 
5 (2p - 1 - p)(Az,(A, + s)P-~ + A:). 
This completes the proof. w 
Assume now that (Y 4 1. Then Theorem 3.5, 3.3, and 3.6 yield asymp- 
totically in o the necessary conditions 
A n+l 5 &a”~p”P(l + o(1)) ifl<p52, 
A n+l 5 E G(2 + a) ifp = 2, (3.26) 
A a+1 5 &vii V2/(p - l)(l + o(l)) if2<p<m, 
while Theorems 3.8 and 3.3 yield asymptotically in (Y the sufficient condi- 
tions . 
A,, I .sc&‘(p/2)“p(l + o(l)) if 15p < 2, 
A, I .&/a(2 + a) ifp = 2, (3.27) 
A,, 5 E< dpl(2p - 1 - p)(l + o(l)) if2 <p <cc). 
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Note that the indices of the eigenvalues hi in (3.26) and (3.27) differ by 
one. This is not essential since with one extra evaluation offn in (3.22) and 
(f, e,) in (3.3), we may replace A,, in (3.27) by A,+,. 
Hence, modulo multiplicative constants, the necessary and sufficient 
conditions coincide. This and (3.13) yield the following corollary. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Adaption helps for diagonal operators in lP with p E 
(1, m). More precisely, to solve the (E, a)-verification problem we need to 
guarantee that 
if nonadaptive information of cardinality n is used, and 
if adaptive information of cardinal@ n is used. Here, 
/3,/(1 + o(1)) E [(PLW, P’PI ifp E (1, 21, 
Pp41 + o(l)) E WPW - 1 - PI, d24p - 111 ifp E LA 9 
4. VERIFICATION FORTHE SOLUTION SET G = S(F) 
In this section we restrict the choice of the set to the case G = S(F) and 
check how this choice of G improves the results of Section 3. 
In Section 3 we showed that information N independent of g cannot 
solve the (a, a)-verification problem for G containing S(F) + B, if 
d(N) > E(Y. 
One can hope to relax this inequality for smaller sets G. Indeed, for G = 
S(F) the (a, a)-verification problem cannot be solved by using information 
N independent of g with 
d(N) > (1 + c&z. 
The proof is easy. It is enough to consider f, and fi from F for which 
N( fi) = N(A) and I/S(J) - S( fi.)(j > (1 + (Y)E. Then the (a, cw)-verification 
problem cannot be solved for g = S( f,). Indeed, on the one hand, 
VER(J;, g) = YES and VER( f2, g) = NO, while on the other hand, any 
approximation U that uses N must give the same answer for both 5. 
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As we shall see, for some problems with G = S(F) the (E, cr)-verifica- 
tion problem can be solved by using N only if d(N) I E(Y, even though 
information may depend on g. For some other problems, it will be enough 
to assume that d(N) 5 E(( 1 + cr)p - 1)iP for p E [ 1, +w) or only that 
d(N) 5 (1 + a)&. 
4.1. Linear Functionals 
In this subsection we assume that S is a linear functional, S: F1 --, R, 
and F is a symmetric and convex subset of FI . We also assume that the 
class A consists of linear functionals. Obviously, to make the problem 
nontrivial we require that S $Z A. 
Suppose first that 
sup S(f) 5 (1 + CX)&/2. 
fEF 
Then the (E, &verification problem for G = S(F) is trivial. Indeed, 
diam(S(F))I(l +&and/S(f)-gI>(l +(~)~cannothappenforfEF 
and g E G. Hence the approximation U( f, g) = YES solves the problem. 
For technical reasons we assume that 
sup S(f) 5 & + E(Y/2. 
f'- 
(4.1) 
This means that we do not cover the case 
(1 + &/2 < sup S(f) 5 & + &(Y/2. 
f- 
Usually, (4.1) is not restrictive for small E and (Y. 
We now show that the estimate d(N) 5 E(Y of Theorem 3.1 cannot be 
improved by permitting adaptive information N, which in particular may 
depend on g. 
THEOREM 4.1. Assume that the (E, &verification problem can be 
solved for G = S(F) by using adaptive information N of cardinality n. 
Then there exists a nonadaptive information operator Nnon of cardinal& 
n such that 
d(N”O”) 5 ELY 
and hence the (E, cr)-verijcation problem can be solved by using Nnon 
even for all g E G,. 
Proof. Let g = E + ECX/~. Since S(F) is an interval, (4.1) yields that 
gEG = S(F). The information Ng = N(.; g): F --, IJP is of the form 
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where Li,g E A may depend on the already computed values L,,,(f), 
. . . ) Li-l,g(f). For f = 0 E F we get some L& from A and so we can 
define the nonadaptive linear information Nnon of cardinality n, 
N”Yf) = KY,,(f), . 3 * 9 I&,m. 
It is well known that 
d(N,) 2 d(N”O”) = 2 sup{S( f): f E F, N”““(f) = O}. 
Consider the symmetric and convex set 
A = {S(f): j-E F, N,(f) = 0) = {S(f): j-E F, N?“(f) = O}. 
Note that diam(A) = d(N”““). If the diameter of the set A is greater than E 
(Y then the (E, a)-verification problem cannot be solved for the element g 
by using the information N(*; g) = Ng . Indeed, we can find elements fi 
and f2 from F such that Nnon( fi) = Nnon(f2) = 0 and S(f,) < --E a/2 and 
S(f2) = E aJ2. Then VER(fi, g) = NO and VER(f2, g) = YES. Since 
U(f,, g) = U(f2, g) for any U using N, the problem cannot be solved. 
Thus, the diameter of the set A is at most E (Y and we have d(Nnon) % E 
(Y. Due to Theorem 3.1 we can solve the verification problem using N”“” 
even for all g E Gi. n 
Theorem 4.1 means that adaption does not help for the (E, a)-verifica- 
tion problem for linear functionals for which (4.1) holds. 
4.2. Diagonal Operators in 1, 
In this subsection we consider diagonal operators in lP , see Section 3.3, 
for p E [I, +m] with G = S(F). We show that adaption does not help 
much for these problems. For nonadaptive information, the dependence 
on (I! is a function of p and may be quite different than in the inequality 
d(N) 5 E (Y for S(F) + B, C G. Namely, there exists nonadaptive informa- 
tion of cardinality II that solves the (E, a)-verification problem if h, 5 E/ 
2((1 + cr)P - I)i’P forp E [l, +w), and h, I ~(1 + (r)/2 forp = +m. For 
small Q! and p E [l, +m) we get the condition A, % E a”J’p “P/2(1 + o(1)). 
Thus the dependence on a! improves with large p. 
The dependence on (Y is especially striking for p = +m. If G contains 
S(F) + B, , we showed in Theorem 3.4 that adaption does not help much 
and that d(N) 5 E(Y must be assumed to solve the (E, &verification 
problem by information independent of g. If G = S(F) we can solve the 
(E, cr)-verification problem by using nonadaptive N of cardinality II if A, I 
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(1 + &/2. Thus, even for CY = 0 we can solve the problem if A,, 5 c/2. 
This shows that the choice of G = S(F) is a very powerful source of 
information in this case. 
On the other hand, ifp = 1, then for both cases G = S(F) and S(F) + B, 
C G we get the same dependence on CY since we have to guarantee that 
A n+* 5 Ea. 
We study diagonal operators in I,, and we use the same notation as in 
Section 4.1. To avoid the trivial case we require that E 5 A ,. 
THEOREM 4.2. Zf the (E, a)-verijication problem can be solvedfor G = 
S(F) by using adaptive information N of cardinal@ n then 
An+, 5 &((l + a)P - l)“P, 
if 1 5 p < CO and A,+r I a(1 + a) if p = co. 
The nonadaptive information operator 
N”O”(f) = [fi, .h, . . . , fnl 
solves the (E, a)-verification problem if 
A n+l c. &/2((1 + a)P - 1)“‘P 
in the case 1 5 p < ~0 and A,+, 5 ~(1 + a)/2 ifp = 03. 
Proof. We have already proved the lower bound on the cardinality of 
Ng for g = eel E S(F) and 1 I p < w; see Theorem 3.6 and the remark 
thereafter. The proof in the case p = 03 is even simpler. 
We now show that the (E, cY)-verification problem can be solved for any 
g E S(F) by using Nno” if A,,+, 5 a/2((1 + cx)P - l)“P with 1 5 p < ~0. 
Indeed, knowing Nnon( f) and g we can compute PP = xr5;5n (AiJ - gi[P 
and define 
YES 
Wf, $3 = 
if/3 5 E, 
NO 
if/3 > E. 
Then 
IIg - S(f III’ = Pp + i=$, Igi - AiJ;.I’* 
Since g E S(F) we obtain 
11 g - S(f >]I” 5 Pp + CX+1P. 
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Hence the (E, &verification problem is solvable if 
(2h,+,)P 5 .!?(I + ap - EP 
This completes the proof for the case p < co. 
In the case p = ~0 we compute p = maxi,i5n (AiJI - gjl and define 
YES 
KfT d = 
ifp 5 E, 
NO 
if/3 > 8. 
Then 
Since g E S(F) we have ( gij I hi and we obtain 
l/g - S(.f)ll 5 maxW, %+I). 
Hence the (E, a)-verification problem is solvable if 
2A n+, 5 E(1 + a). 
This completes the proof. n 
5. COMPLEXITY 
In this section we apply the previous results to derive the complexity 
bounds for the (E, a)-verification problem and compare them to the com- 
plexity of the computational problem. 
The complexity is defined as the minimal cost needed to solve the 
problem in the worst-case setting. The cost is defined by assuming that 
the evaluation of any functional from A costs c > 0, and that we can add 
two elements of G,, multiply a real number by an element of Gr, and 
check whether I( g II - C a f or any g E Gi and any a E R with cost taken as 
unity. 
We denote the &-complexity of the computational problem by 
compCom(e) and the (E, &complexity of the verification problem by 
compVer(&, cu). We present relations between them. For simplicity, we 
sometimes ignore additive constants of order 1 and also we do not distin- 
guish between c and c + 2. This simplification is denoted by the symbol = 
instead of the symbol =. 
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Obviously, from Section 3 we conclude that for all problems, 
compVer(E, cw) 5 compCom(e~/2) + 1. 
In general, this inequality is sharp. For linear functionals studied in Sec- 
tion 4.1 we have 
COmp”e’(E ) a) = compCom(&2). 
On the other hand, for some special problems we have better bounds. In 
particular, for diagonal operators in a Hilbert space studied in Section 3.2 
we have 
COmVer(E, a) = CO~pCom(E m) . 
The (E, &complexity of the verification problem depends, in particu- 
lar, on the set G. For G containing S(F) + B, and for diagonal operators in 
lP studied in Section 3 we have asymptotically in (Y 
COmpVe’(E, a) = compCom(e (Y i’pp ) P 7 if15p52, 
compVer(E, cz) = compCom(&&), if25p<a, 
compVer(E , a) = compCom(@,) , ifp = m, 
where p,, is given as in Corollary 3.3 for p E (1, m), and pi, pm E [f, I]. 
This means that the complexity of the (E, &verification problem can 
have different relations with the complexity of the respective computation 
problem. In particular, the dependence on the parameter (Y varies. 
For p E (1, m), the (E, a)-verification complexity is obtained by adup- 
tiue information (3.22). If nonadaption is used, then the (E, &verification 
problem can be solved in cost at least equal to COInpCom(ECX). Thus, al/p or 
X& for the adaptive case is replaced by cy for the nonadaptive case. This 
proves that adaption helps significantly. 
On the other hand, if G = S(F) then for the diagonal operators in lP 
studied in Section 4 we have asymptotically in (Y 
COmpVe’(E, a) = COInpCom(E(Y”pp “pyp), lIp<m, 
compVer(E, au) x compCom(Eym), P = m, 
where y,l(l + o(l)) E [t, I]. 
Unlike the previous choice of G, adaption does not help here. Indeed, 
the (E, a)-verification complexity is obtained by using nonadaptive infor- 
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mation of Theorem 4.2. The extra a priori information G = S(F) makes 
the use of adaption no more powerful than the use of nonadaptation. 
Comparing the complexity of the (E, a)-verification problem for these 
two choices of set G, we see that they are roughly the same if p E [ 1, 21. 
For p E (2, w), the dependence on & remains for the set G containing 
S(F) + B,, and decreases with increasing p as a”p for the set G = S(F). 
The most striking difference is for p = 03. Then (Y r is present for the set G 
containing S(F) + B,, but disappears for the set G + S(F). 
We illustrate the difference between the complexities assuming that the 
eigenvalues A; are equal to i-r/q for some positive q. Let compVer(e, (Y; G) 
be the complexity of the (E, a)-verification problem for the set G. For 
simplicity we consider two sets, G = Gr and G = S(F). Then we have 
compVer(c, a; Gr) 
compVer(e, cw; S(F)) = O(1) if1 5~52, 
compVer(c, cw; Gr) 
compVer(&, a; S(F)) if 2 < p < 03, 
compVer(e, a; G,) 
compYa, (I!; S(F)) = 0 ((j”) ifp = cc). 
Thus, the ratio of the complexities goes to infinity as (I! goes to zero for 
p > 2. In this case, the additional information given by G = S(F) makes 
the (E, a)-verification problem much easier than the same problem for G = 
GI (or G = S(F) + B,). 
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